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If we are to study the status of Camoes in a post-imperial world one over-

whelming question needs to be asked. How does the poem now look to a cit-

izen of those territories that The Lusiads made into the emblems of

Portuguese glory? The banners of Camoes’s vision (seen from a hilltop sim-

ilar to the one on which Christ in Paradise Regained refused the kingdoms of

the world)
1 are no longer to be seen on Asian soil. But more than the ban-

ners have vanished. Independence also means the independence of the Asian

reader to assess the poem against his own history. If Camoes is a world-poet,

what are the terms of a global understanding about him or, more tentatively,

the terms of that conversation within which such an understanding might

be sought?

It is twenty-five years since Edward Saids Orientalism reconfigured our

perception of inter-cultural relationships. Post-colonialism at its outset lacked

historical depth, assuming disarmingly that the world began with Kipling. In

the years that followed it has reached back to the time of Columbus and

Vasco da Gama, demonstrating that its patterns of perception can indeed

engage historically distant periods with the present and can give to the term

“early modern” a significance that is penetrating rather than polemical. In the

process the canon, which might be taken to be imperialisms steadfast strong-

hold, has been shown to be heavily conflicted and to be built around fault

lines that oblige it to struggle with itself. Voices of protest are prominent in

The Lusiads and might be taken to be evidence of these fault lines, and yet,

paradoxically, they are prominent because the poem seems determined to

deny them entry. Moreover they are dismissive rather than disarticulating. It
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is not easy to make them the revisionary centre of a work that stubbornly

remains the most triumphalist of Western epics.

Not all differences in poems lead to openings around which the poem can

be rearticulated. Helgerson, for example, treats The Lusiads as a heroic poem of I

Portuguese nationhood2 whereas Mickle, its eighteenth-century translator,

describes it as “the epic poem of the birth of commerce, and, in a particular

manner, the epic poem of whatever country has the control and possession of

the commerce of India.”3 In finding Mickles reading “bizarre,” Helgerson

accounts for it by assigning it to a different reading climate, a different position

on the “hermeneutic spiral .”4 We in our time occupy yet another location on

that spiral from which another view of The Lusiads needs to be launched. I leave

aside this principal item on our agenda for the moment in order to point out

that Mickles allegedly “bizarre” view is not without roots in the text. Epic cata-

logues in the later books of The Lusiads are catalogues of spices, not heroes. One

might argue that the commercial and the heroic run convergent courses that

meet in today s global economy where the bottom line has been elevated to tran-

scendence and where CEOs are either deified or satanized. To say this is only to

remind the Asian reader that commerce and the pursuit of imperial glory have

colluded persistently and with deplorable results. The aristocratic/middle-class

distinction that separated the two in the sixteenth century seems less a debate

about the imperial mission than a division of labour in its implementation. It

does not offer the solace of a fault line around which the poem can be rebuilt.

A post-imperial era is not simply an era of vanishing empires. It is also a

time in which others hitherto ventriloquized can speak as themselves and not

be heard simply in allotted voices that they can do no more than modulate

by their own voices of protest. When the constraints of a dominant discourse

are removed, the line of the unacceptable will be drawn more firmly and

deeply. Occasions for the willing suspension of disbelief will become less pro-

fuse. We can no longer leave our ideologies in the cloakroom as we enter the

literary seminar. Some things that have been said cannot be lived with even

in the name of literature. Perhaps we can live with them in the name of his-

tory. We then reduce them to documentary status. Another possibility is to

estrange them and to ask ourselves what we learn from the estrangement.

There can be both dissociation and connectedness as we negotiate the line of

cleavage and joining. Historicizing the unfamiliar can become a crude,

polemical tactic when civilizations of today are dismissed as mediaeval. It is a

different matter when Milton pushes historicization to its limits by making the
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principles of ideal order Edenic. The Fall is the maximum estrangement. We
are the total other of our origins. The fissure is the poem and we read the poem

along changing approaches because so much can be poured into the fissure.

The Lusiads is not a poem into which the human condition can be emp-

tied. I would say this of the Mahabharata but in the western world there may

be only one such poem. The Lusiads is less capacious than Paradise Lost and

perhaps for that reason less riven within itself. Like the Aeneid

\

to which it

alludes eighty times and claims to surpass, it is the story of a dangerous voy-

age, but a voyage in the bronze world of reality rather than the golden one of

poetic feigning .
5 Unlike the Aeneid\ The Lusiads is not the narrative of a dis-

possessed people, journeying across strange seas to establish a new homeland.

That story should be familiar in New England and I am sometimes surprised

that the Aeneid is not the American epic. The waste of war, the weariness of

wandering, and the tragic cost of destiny suffuse the Virgilian hexameter, the

“stateliest measure,” according to Tennyson, “ever moulded by the lips of

man .”6 There is enough in the poem to turn it against its telos for those wish-

ing to doubt the imperial enterprise.

The Lusiads is more self-confident than the Aeneid. It has to be confident

because it is more than the epic of Portugal. It is the poem of the early mod-

ern movement .
7 It offers us a beginning and beginnings can be peremptorily

clear. They can also be tentative, wrapped in ambivalences and offering mul-

tiple routes out of their nuclei whose consequences can diverge and entwine.

The Lusiads is in the former category. Bold beginnings often leave something

behind, such as an old man on the seashore. He speaks with wisdom as the

narrator notes, but wisdom falters as the paradigm shifts. It is a shift that in

its nature has to be peremptory, that must ignore rather than take in the Old

Man, that must refrain from engaging itself with the world-view it abandons.

Misgivings can only come later, as the shift opens itself to the consequences

that its initial clarity elides.

Early modernism is marked by competing nascent empires. Commerce

with Cathay and curiosity about the Far East’s fabled civilizations were the

motives for Columbus’s westward voyage. When the New World came in the

way, conquest, plunder, and settlement became agreeable options. In the

East, the military balance of power made regime change impractical. Since

Portugal was given the East by papal dispensation
,

8 commerce had to be the

prize, along with glory, establishing links with distant Christian communities

i including the elusive Prester John, and converting infidels in whom the East
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abounded. Vasco da Gama’s voyage was an audacious move, typical of an exu-

berant nationhood, eager to assume a world destiny Commerce with the East

had been in existence for centuries but it had been largely Arab-controlled,

moving along the Silk Road and through ports on the Arabian Sea to Venice.

Da Gama’s mission was to open a sea route to the Indies that would under-

mine the Venetian dominance and break open the Arab grip on commerce

between Asia and Europe. The Old Man had said that if glory was important,

Portugal should seek it in battle with the traditional enemies of Christendom.

He was not thinking of economic victories that were to count as much in the

future as military triumphs. Da Gama’s voyage was not simply from Lisbon

to Calicut but from a pre-modern to an early modern world-view.

The cost of the voyage was high and its tactics were daring. They involved

plunging West where the shoreline of Africa turns East and journeying deep

into the Atlantic before making the turn that would enable trade winds to

carry the three ships to the Cape .
9 Da Gama’s men were out of sight of land

for ninety-six days. Though the epic does not suggest this, the passage from

the Cape to India was less of an advance into the unknown. Commerce

between India and the Eastern African and Arabian coasts had been intensely

active for centuries. Another Braudel is needed to write the history of the

world of the Indian Ocean .
10 Da Gama’s difficulties were further eased by the

services of an experienced pilot who may have been the legendary Ibn Majid .
11

Nevertheless one third to one half of Da Gama’s men did not return to

Portugal. When Camoes set sail for Goa fifty-five years later in a flotilla of

four ships, three were lost on the way out and the one remaining did not sur-

vive the return journey. The cost was higher than in the Second World War

when German submarines operating from Dakar preyed upon Allied ship-

ping obliged to take the Cape route.

A cost-benefit analysis may seem beside the point in circumstances where

international standing among empires was more important than the return

on venture capital. It can be observed, nevertheless, that the Portuguese bid

for eminence, both commercially and in world imperial rankings, was, at the

outset, spectacularly successful. Albuquerque had prophesied that if a sea-

route to the Indies was opened, “Cairo and Mecca will be entirely ruined, and

to Venice will no spices be conveyed except what her merchants go and buy

in Portugal .” 12 By the early sixteenth century seventy-five percent of spices

from the East were arriving in Portuguese vessels and profits of ninety per-

cent were being reaped.
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The moment passed almost as soon as it materialized. Portugal lacked the

money and the ships to maintain the dizzying reach of its imperial design.

The blockade of Arab ports could not be maintained and the loss of skilled

manpower on dangerous voyages took a toll that became increasingly hard to

sustain. By the end of the century Portugal’s share in the pepper trade fell to

a mere twenty percent. Aden could not be captured and Ormuz, the empo-

rium of the Orient, was taken from the Portuguese in 1622. Even more dev-

astating was an ill-fated military expedition to Moorish Africa launched in

June 1578 with considerable pomp and circumstance. In five hours of battle

under a searing sun the flower of Portugal’s manhood was destroyed. Eight

thousand men were killed and fifteen thousand taken prisoner. No more than

a hundred found their way back to Portugal. Camoes, with the deathbed wit

that was part of his time’s tragic gaiety, remarked that he was glad to perish

not only in but also with his country.

Camoes must have been aware of Portugal’s decline at the time he wrote

The Lusiads. We have to ask ourselves to what extent that awareness is taken

into his poem. We could have had a poem that was elegiac rather than tri-

umphalist. We could even have had a poem that foresaw in Portugal’s decline,

the eventual dubiousness of the imperial enterprise. It is obvious that we do

not have either. Doubts about the imperial mission are expressed in The

Lusiads but they are marginalized in relation to a triumphalist core. They cir-

culate at the fringes of an undertaking that seems determined not to allow

them into its space. Attempts have been made to move them closer to the

centre and indeed revisionary readings of The Lusiads are heavily dedicated to

such attempts. They seem to me to skew the poem immoderately.

Skewed interpretations are the order of the day. When literary texts make

statements we find difficult to accept, we search for and foreground the text’s

anxieties so that the statements are undermined, or at least contested. We do

so with the justification that this is how the text reaches out to its future. We
want to think of a poem that endures as resisting its own indoctrination, as

not being able to avoid its honesty. Literature could not be heard with

involvement outside the auditory in which it was first performed if we did

not listen to its contrapuntal music. Skewed readings are needed but skewing

beyond a certain point is willful rather than accommodative. Disputes can

and do occur about the permissible degree of reorientation but I remain per-

suaded that efforts to reconstitute the poem around the Old Man’s harangue

pull it too far away from its anchorage.
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Among reflections on The Lusiadss self-dismissals, an article by Jack

Tomlins is particularly interesting. He argues that Camoes after his return

from India “saw the Oriental conquest—with India as the brightest diamond

in the crown—as mere vanity and total ruin.” The opening dedication, the

Old Man’s rebuke, and the disillusioned envoi of the epic were all composed

after the poet’s return and reflect this deep change in understanding. The

poem thus “flies apart at three junctures” undoing “the very business of the

epic.” 13 Tomlin’s recuperation via chronology can only be conjectural and is

not supported by any evidence except the desirability of the recuperative

arrangement. Nevertheless it concedes the marginality of the poem’s misgiv-

ings about itself. His argument is that the marginality is the result of the

recantations coming too late to enter a central space already occupied by a

previous poem. If so, the two poems are simply not sufficiently engaged for

them to fly apart. What we have is a collision rather than a critique.

Our difficulty is that the counter-voice in the poem must be more than

merely dismissive. It has to provide the basis for a revisionary turn within the

poem itself. The Old Man is not saying that a different version of The Lusiads

ought to be written. He is arguing that the epic should not be written at all. 14

If, as I have already argued, Da Gama’s voyage is to be seen not just as a voy-

age from Lisbon to Calicut but as an opening up of the early modern world,

the Old Man’s speech may have to be deposited in what Hegel derisively

called the lumber room of history. In fact the Old Man is advocating almost

that abandonment of history that the last books of Paradise Lost were once

chided for embodying.

A protesting voice is needed but its location has to be different. It has to

come out of the world the poem sails into rather than from the world it leaves

behind. Milton more than any other poet seems to me to initiate this voice.

Milton does not mention Camoes but books have been written about

Milton’s relationship with authors he did not mention. J.H. Sims’s many arti-

cles show that the connection of The Lusiads with Paradise Lost is more sub-

stantial that the two alliterative reminiscences that can be heard in Milton’s

poem. 15 Paradise Lost actually lies in close chronological proximity not to The

Lusiads, but to its first English translation by Richard Fanshawe, which was

not published until 1655. A blind poet growing older, who had given his best

years to a faltering revolution, might well have remembered a marginal voice

on a receding shoreline. Milton does indeed step into the Old Man’s shoes

but the man in the shoes is imperiously Milton.
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Commerce and empire are blended in the beginnings of early modernism

from which they flow their consummation into today’s globalism and the

imperial power of the consumer ethos. Columbus’s voyage and Da Gama’s

embrace the world between them. The world we live in is the result of that

dubious embrace. The Old Man can say nothing about the synergy between

commerce and empire because he does not speak out of the early modern

moment. Milton begins his detection of that synergy with a famous speech

by Comus that can be read as a prospectus for Da Gama’s voyage .
16 The lady

replies by counselling temperance, and talk about temperance can be tedious,

particularly for those who wish to find commendations of temperance sus-

tained paradoxically by the plentitude of language. This is a difficulty Milton

often confronts. Temperance becomes more acceptable when it is metamor-

phosed into the collective self-restraint that is necessary to safeguard our planet.

In Paradise Lost the argument against the early modern synergy is more

clearly focused and driven with greater sternness. Satan is the original impe-

rialist and his journey from Hell to Paradise, laden with evocations of the

spice trade
,

17 is the infernal matrix of the heroic-commercial quest. The argu-

mentative thrust is even clearer in the quite different accounts of forbidden

fruit consumption provided in Areopagitica and in Paradise Lost. The prose

tract tells us that the knowledge of good and evil leaped into the world “from

out the rinde of one apple tasted .” 18 Paradise Lost has none of this delicate

nibbling. Eve does not tentatively puncture the rind of an apple. She eats it

rind and all. In fact, she seems to eat several apples. Having done so, she tears

off a branch from the tree and carries it to Adam who after some hesitation

shares with her the delights of unrestricted apple eating. None of this staging

is to be found in Genesis or in any commentary that I know of on Genesis.

Pleasing and sating the “curious taste” is, in Comus’s perverse ecological rea-

soning, not merely a right but a responsibility bestowed upon us by earth’s

abundance .
19 In Paradise Lost the justification for unrestricted consumption

is embedded in our origins and carried to its lethal extreme.

The Old Man does suggest that original sin lies at the root of Da Gama’s

enterprise but he suggests this as part of the vaguely inclusive proposition that

all mistaken undertakings are the result of original sin. He can say no more

because he is on the wrong side of an historical divide. His is a discourse no

longer relevant. The poem, to form itself, must move away from that dis-

course. Milton can say more because he is speaking from within the discourse

that The Lusiads authenticates. One hundred and seventy-five years of early
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modernism generate a critique that can be planted with precision not merely

in the cultural stipulations of the moment but more fundamentally in the

deep-rooted propensity to destructiveness that is so stubbornly part of the

nature of our beginnings.

The Old Man’s remarks on the vanity of human endeavour are more dif-

ficult to sharpen and direct. Augustine touches a responsive chord in Milton.

Yet despite the almost overwhelming presence of the weight ofwoe within it,

Paradise Lost is pledged to history as the Old Man’s declamation is not. Even

that classical heroism that is denounced as the poet tunes his note to “tragic”

is embodied in a splendour of language that reinstates what it rejects and that

Milton cannot quite bring to the “better fortitude .”20 The poet against

empire writes a poem that is resplendently imperial, commanding and direct-

ing the history of Western literature into a work seeking to contain a history

that rages against the borders of poetic form, as chaos did until it was com-

pelled into order. Paradise Lost does not turn its back on history. History is

its theme and its obsession. As a poem containing history (the phrase is Ezra

Pound’s)
21 it has to proceed on the premise that history can be compre-

hended through containment, that it can be written and not merely endured,

that its creative promise will prevail over its tragic momentum. But the con-

ditions for that writing, the sweeping aside of all collective action until the

rebellious self is fully aligned with the divine, will constitute a deferral as

destructive as the premature action it bleakly anatomizes. The powerful fore-

grounding of fallenness does not sufficiently address a spectrum of religious

and moral understandings that are with us today and in which fallenness does

not play a crucial part. In a post-imperial world the time has come for the cri-

tique to be critiqued.

To conclude, I regard The Lusiads as a quintessential poem of the early

modern moment. Its self-confidence is part of the moment’s character. Protests

against that self-confidence are driven to the poem’s margins and essentialized

to a point where they no longer seem pertinent. In recording a historical event

The Lusiads is itself an event in cultural history, an intervention that shifts the

parameters of debate. That debate remains in progress today.

Asian readers resent the commercial emphasis of The Lusiads and the triv-

ial commodifications that resolutely bypass all that Asian civilizations have

offered to world understanding. Yet that very reductiveness leads into and

underlines the impoverishments of the economic universalism now being put

forward as our final paradigm. It also advises us that commerce is the ally of
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imperialism, not its replacement. The synergy between the two, which The

Lusiads is so prophetic in making evident, will not be dismantled simply by

being globalized. It will be dismantled only by commitment to a universal-

ism adequately in accordance with human dignity, worth, and aspirations.

Previous universalisms have built themselves on concerns more elevated than

the profit principle. The Enlightenment offered us a world governed by uni-

versal reason free from the selectiveness imposed by a right-reason that had

to be reconstructed from the debris of fallenness and that therefore had to be

theologically certified. We need to proceed further into a world which is gov-

erned by conscience as well as by reason, a world in which to modulate

Shelley’s description of the poetic imagination “the pains and pleasures of the

species must become [man’s] own .”22 Today we are threatened by citizenship

of a world order in which what cannot be commodified does not exist. We
are at the end of Da Gama’s journey. Once again the Old Man needs to be

reinvented but in a manner that speaks specifically to our time as well as more

amply to eternity.
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